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THEEDITORIAL
Dear Member, Inquiries as all kinds of nasty activities
THE PUBLICATIONS MEETING held on 25 can be made officially 'acceptable' if no
September was useful and many good public-spirited person is there to raise
ideas were put forward, the main objections.
findings of the meeting are described in Fortunately not all news is bad;
this newsletter. Michael Holroyd has written a resume

Please do not forget the 'Members' of the state of the Welsh Drive for which
Evening' arranged for Thursday 11 part of its route was saved from the
December. We would like to hear mem- threat of destruction,
bers give a few minutes' talk on the The Executive Committee has
activities they take part in for the thought of a way to make other socie-
Society (or failing that, on any hobby ties' publications more accessible to the
which might interest other Society rest of the members, this is outlined in
members). About 20 minutes to half an the 'Publications Received...' article,
hour will be fine. If you would like to Finally, it would be nice to have some
contribute - give me a call beforehand input to the Newsletter from somebody
and I can then sort out a programme. new - the usual contributors have kept

I urge you to read Peter Tipton's it going well, but a different point of
'Local Plan Update' article. It demon- view or topic would be most welcome -
strates the importance of being at such get writing!
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LOCAL PLAN UPDATE
by Peter Tipton

m FTER THE WRITTEN submissions, made well over a year ago, now comes
/ \ the viva voce. The Society has made its first oral submission to the

A. .A. Hart District Local Plan Inquiry (running from September 1997 to
July 1998). We objected to two policies which we felt could lead to

more noise in Yateley. We asked for the policy concerning water sports
between Mill Lane and Eversley Cross to be amended to delete the
possibility of 'noisier powered activities'. We felt that quieter powered water
sports such a water-skiing were acceptable, but jet-skiing was not. There had
to be some cap on the amount of noise generated.

Secondly, we objected to the pre-Inquiry change which would allow the
creation of a new practice site for motor sports in Hart District. We did not
object to occasional use, say, of the Bramshill Forest, for an RAC Rally, but
already having the go-kart track with permanent planning permission, we
felt Hart, a small district, was doing enough for organised motor sport. The
national motor sports' organising body LARA, who gave evidence after the
Society, were already working with the County Minerals Officers and the
gravel companies to secure a suitable site, and had already convinced Hart
to delete the word 'water' from the policy covering Mill Lane to Eversley
Cross so that any 'noisier powered activity' could take place after the present
round of gravel digging finishes.

I suggested that the proposed wording of the policy could lead to Stock
Car racing, a speedway track, or a motor cycle racetrack on the Yateley/
Eversley border.

From a conversation outside the Inquiry it seemed that the Odiham
Councillor promoting LARA was indeed interested in a scramble bike track.
He said he would like to come to talk to the Society about it. I agreed that
the Society was open-minded and would certainly consider holding an open
meeting at which he could present his case.

We next appear in late March 1998. Then it will be quite intensive with
all the developers presenting their cases for the Inspector's consideration.
Although no comments can be made whilst developers are presenting their
cases, people living near these Yateley sites will want to hear just how the
developers are arguing.

Since the timetable has already changed somewhat we shall publish the
full timetable in a later newsletter, because then we shall need audience
support.
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YATELEY SOCIETY PUBLICATIONS
by Tony Hocking

A GENERAL SOCIETY meeting was held on 25 September to discuss the future of our
publications.

Introducing the meeting I explained that we were going to talk about the means
of disseminating the results of Society research, because spreading the information
we gather is one of the stated aims of the Society. Internal communications, ie the
Newsletter and Stop Press, would not be included.

All aspects of publications were covered in some detail and the findings are best
described by quoting from, and enlarging on, Richard Johnston's summing up at
the end of the meeting.
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4. Alternative forms of publication
It may be that the use of different publishing techniques and media would
encourage better publicity and markets.

Video. It was noted that even videos of still pictures with a commentary
appeared more popular than books to many people.

The recording and production of data for the benefit of posterity should be
included.

Laminated maps, ideally with useful information on the back, can be
produced by Yateley Industries at reasonable cost.

Worksheets would be popular with schools and could be included with
presentations.

1. The Market
We need to decide who the publications are aimed at, bearing in mind that they
must be made to pay for themselves. The Yateley Society itself is the core
market.

Financing could be via the 'subscription' route, ensuring support before
significant outlay occurs.

Direct financing by authors puts them at too much risk, this had worked once,
but the success had not been repeated.

2. Publication size
The size of publications is important. People are unwilling to pay much for large
items, but appear much more likely to purchase multiple small items such as
pamphlets.

A 'Journal' might prove popular, each year one of the newsletters could be
issued in this format.

Research results could be published as a series of small 'journals' suitable for
later binding into a 'volume' if so desired.

3. Outlets
There are no sales outlets in Yateley for our kind of publication. In addition the
recent lack of foreign students staying in Yateley had removed a thriving market.

With this in mind, print runs need to be kept small, or 'on demand', and no
optimistic assumptions made concerning out-of-area sales.

5. Progressing the material
We need to address the question of who will process the new publications. The
prospective authors are, in general, very busy with other society matters and
have insufficient time to worry about raising finance and looking after time-
scales. We need a volunteer to take on the job.

It was suggested that possible publications should be prioritised for 'public
appeal' in order to start an inflow of funds for further works. The picture book
of Old Yateley being worked on by Jean Mcllwaine could be a start.

6. Sources of material for publications
Several members have ideas for publications, some of which have already been
started.

The History Database is a very good source of material on a very wide range of
topics.

7. Advertising
Advertising is essential if we are to sell publications outside the Society. We
need to find an effective method, and an effective sales person.

The Executive Committee is very grateful to the enthusiastic group of members
who came to the meeting. There were many excellent suggestions and useful
comments put forward.

What do you think about these ideas and suggestions? - I would very much like to
hear your reaction to the above article, either as an input to the Executive
Committee or as a 'Letter to the Editor'. Even better would be a volunteer for
'Publications Organiser' or 'Publications Publicity Officer'!

T
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WELSH DRIVE TO STAY PUT
by Michael Holroyd

THE WELSH DRIVE is a public bridleway about four miles long running
through the parishes of Bramshill, Eversley and Yateley. It formed part
of a much longer route along which cattle used to be driven from
Wales to the annual cattle fair held at Blackwater on 8 November.

Anyone trying to follow the drovers' route today will encounter various
problems. In Bramshill an enormous rubbish tip has been raised over its
route: the temporary replacement is subject to serious flooding. In Eversley
much of the surface has been destroyed by gravel digging. The route has
been closed across Blackbushe Airport in Yateley and obstructed by
buildings near the Eversley/Yateley border.

In 1985 planning permission was given for further gravel extraction in the
eastern part of Eversley, between Coopers Hill and British Car Auctions.
After a lot of discussion, Hampshire County Council made an order in 1993
to divert the Welsh Drive where it crossed the site (and to close an
adjoining footpath) for eight years. This would have meant that the surface
would have been removed and all trace of the present track would have been
lost.

The Yateley Society and Eversley Parish Council submitted objections to
this order, namely that it was necessary to allow the permitted gravel
extraction to take place. However, at the planning inquiry the gravel
company had said that it might well be possible to leave the Welsh Drive
intact, and the Inspector had taken this into account in his decision.
Moreover, the period of eight years for the diversion extended well beyond
the period of the current planning permission, which ended in 1998. The
Society argued that this made the order legally invalid.

During the past two years the gravel company, Redlands, has tried
unsuccessfully to persuade the Society and Eversley Parish Council to
withdraw their objections. At one stage they arranged a meeting with the
objectors, but then failed to attend it.

We have now learned that the orders have been withdrawn, and the Welsh
Drive will remain intact, so we have achieved a small victory for conserva-
tion. Moreover, tipping at the Bramshill site should end this year and the
route of the Welsh Drive over the restored site should be open by 1999. The
problems at the airport and the car auction site are likely to be more difficult
to resolve.
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PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED BY THE
SOCIETY

THE YATELEY SOCIETY subscribes to a
variety of other organisations, covering a
range of interests, and receives publi-
cations from many of them. The
Executive Committee wishes to make
these publications available for members
to borrow. A scheme to be tried is for EC
Magazines
Organisation Publication

members to share out the publications
and to become the 'points of contact'
for their specific ones as listed below.
Except where shown, the scheme will
start with issues from 30 September
1997 onwards.

The publications are:

No. of Editions Held by

la Civic Trust

lb National Council of
Civic Trust Societies

Focus Quarterly Norma Dowling

Newsletters

2. Local History book list The Link

3. CPRE Voice

4. Tree Council Tree News

Society Newsletters
1. Royal Commission on the Historical

Monuments of England (RCHME) 2 per year

2. Hampshire Wildlife Trust

3. Blackwater Valley &
Basingstoke Canal Waterline

4. Fleet & Crookham Local History Group

5. The Camberley Society

6. Hampshire Field Club &a) Newsletters 2 per year
Archaeological Society b) Proceedings of

1996... Annually

Contact Addresses:
Norma Dowling Brookfield House, Firgrove Road, Yateley
Irene Draper 22 Lawford Crescent, Yateley
Tony Hocking 30 Connaught Close, Yateley
Richard Johnston 4 Dungells Lane, Yateley

Quarterly Norma Dowling

Nov 96/Mar 97 Norma Dowling

Quarterly Tony Hocking

? Irene Draper

Richard Johnston

Irene Draper

Tony Hocking

Nonna Dowling

Norma Dowling

Norma Dowling

01252 870226
01252 870470
01252 875158
01252 872832

r
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STRANGE SHRIEKS AT MIDNIGHT
by Elizabeth Tipton

... OR FERGUS'S MIDSUMMER MISCHIEF?

Many of you will know that Fergus
Russell was for several years the Pro-
gramme Organiser for the Yateley
Society, at the time when we had regu-
lar public lectures. The variety of topics
he drew together reflected some of his
own very wide interests and were shaped
by his many years as a teacher at Well-
ington College. A chance - or rather,
deliberate - remark by him in conversa-
tion at the Society's social at Lime Tree
Cottage early this summer, stirred my
curiosity in just such a way as he has
done with countless pupils, and set
distant memory echoes resounding in
my mind.

The subject was mandrakes. An
unlikely topic for Yateley, you would
think, given that the word carries strong
overtones of strange, ancient, eastern
magic; half-remembered stories of man-
like roots; blood-curdling curses; and
certain death. The encyclopaedia con-
firms the antiquity of the legends,
especially that which warns that the
root, when pulled up, shrieks like a
human body being torn apart. The dic-
tionary stresses the narcotic powers of
the root, for which Shakespeare's Cleo-
patra yearns:

Give me to drink of mandragora ...
That I might sleep out this great gap of time
My Antony is away.

Fergus's tale is that his gardener, and
his good friend along Vicarage Road,

White Bryony (Bryonia dioica)

Mr Geoff Bunch, have a common recol-
lection of the roots being dug regularly
from along the Yateley hedgerows to be
despatched to Newmarket and London.
Not for narcotic use, but to make the
horses 'go'. A mandrake root dangled in
front of a racehorse or carthorse would
keep the animal going into eternity in
vain attempts to catch the tasty morsel.

Did I have mandrakes in my garden?
was Fergus's seemingly innocent ques-
tion. Pressed to describe the strange
plant, it did seem that the curling, twin-
ing growth which has always appeared
annually in the remnants of my
southernmost garden hedge could be
the plant. In fact, I had already noticed
that, this year, it was appearing at the

base of the mulberry tree, one of the
oldest plants in the garden. An excava-
tion of a very small shoot revealed an
amazingly sturdy, forked white root,
which matched quite nicely the some-
what stylised drawing of my ency-
clopaedia. I had always thought the
plant was White Bryony. In trying to
untangle the botanical mystery of the
plant, I have become more and more
entangled.

Mandragora belongs to the solanacea
family, along with the familiar plants of
Woody, Black and Deadly nightshade,
henbane and the immensely elegant
datura. M. autumnalis has purple fruits;
M. officianum has blue flowers and yel-
low fruit. Both are supposed to be the
Mandrake of Genesis; Chinese mand-

rake is ginseng. The Concise British
Flora gives White Bryony (Bryonia
dioica) as a member of the cucumber
family, with greenish white flowers and
red berries.

So now, in September, are the fruit
festoons purple, yellow, or red? It seems
they are all a softly glowing crimson. Yet
so bewitching is the idea of the mand-
rake that perhaps, somewhere in the
depths of the garden, the purple fruits
throb. Then, as well as the guardian
mulberry, there will be the magic of
myth and ambiguity to overcome
marauding dogs and planners, so that
evermore the poplars high above will
hiss Donne's lines:

Goe, and catchc a falling starve,
Get with child a mandrake mote ...

GOING ROUND IN TRIANGLES
by Norma Dow ling

I NOW FIND I need to wear my glasses
when washing up and doing housework:
it is not that my sight has suddenly
deteriorated, but that I am looking for
recycling symbols on plastic containers.
This is of course following on from
Hart's delivery of our very blue recycling
bins. Having been over-tidy and thrown
the accompanying leaflet away after a
cursory glance, I came to realise it is not
as clear as I had thought: I know very
little about plastics. Many plastics are
not labelled: some have the recycling
logo containing the relevant number
and capital letters; some only the logo,
others have just letters and many have
nothing at all.

After various
phone calls I con-
sulted The Green
Consumer Guide
only to discover
ours is eight years'
old and says, 'There are no plastic recy-
cling schemes aimed at the consumer.'
So we have made some progress! It goes
on to say, 'The problem is the sheer
number of plastics in use' (over 50 at
that time). So they were no help in
clarifying the logo problem, but I did
find details in the Guide of the British
Plastics Federation and spoke to them.
They sent me an information pack.
Plastics are derived from crude oil,

TT T
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LIMITED TYPES
OF TINS !!!

natural gas, coal and salt. It seems that
at present it is not mandatory to label
plastics, but a system of seven cate-
gories has been recommended for
recycling purposes:

1 Polyethylene Terephthalate or PET,
used for fizzy drinks.

2 High Density Polyethylene, HDPE or
PE-HD, used for milk, washing-up
liquid, kitchen cleaners etc.

3 Polyvinylchloride PVC, used for
squash and mineral water.

4 Low Density Polyethylene LDPE,

used for carrier bags, bin liners,
squeezy detergent bottles.

5 Polypropylene PP, used for washing
up bowls, margarine tubs, freezer
containers, crisp bags.

6 Polystyrene PS, used for toys, ball
point pens, cassette boxes.

7 All other resins - o, for audio tapes
to zip fasteners.

I think Hart are only recycling 1, 2
and 3 and if bottles etc. are not labelled
with the logo, number or the corre-
sponding letters we must follow their
guidance about the type of contents and
remember no brown or green plastic. So
Mum roll-on deodorant, labelled PEHD

can go in the bin, but Waitrose Creme
Fraiche with logo, 05 and PP cannot.
This is made of Polypropylene as are
margarine tubs and ice-cream con-
tainers. Perhaps Hart's scheme will
include these at a later date?

According to The British Plastics
Federation, 170 Local Authorities (over
35%) offer householders facilities for the
recycling of domestic plastics, of these a
kerbside collection, like Hart's, is
offered by over 60. For the past seven
years the BPF has been working with
other associated organisations in helping
to develop resource efficient reclamation
schemes for used plastics. They estimate
that 5500 tonnes was recycled from
domestic sources last year out of a total
of 100 000 of what they call post-use
plastics. An estimated total of plastics
recovered by recycling companies in this
country is over 300 000 tonnes a year.
Recycling companies pay anything from
£60 - £120 (depending on the material)
for plastics that are sorted, baled and
delivered. Some plastics can be recycled
several times, PVC bottles can be con-
verted into building products such as
house cladding, into fibre for knitwear
and there is a project to produce bottles

using 25% recycled PVC. Other uses for
recycled plastics are refuse sacks, carpet
tiles, anorak filling and fencing, BPF
says 'Another option is to recover their
thermal content ... Plastics are highly
energy efficient, and if incinerated
responsibly, more energy can be
recovered than from burning any other
material, even coal ... Plastics are less
polluting in their manufacture, use and
disposal than any other material ... Plas-
tics recycling is in the growth phase as
the whole industry is still relatively
young ... Once a regular supply of recy-
cled material is available, the quality and
the number of outlets for them will
rapidly develop. Valuable resources will
be conserved leaving prime materials for
those applications where their use is
essential.'

So I will continue to do my bit by
checking empty plastic containers for
recycling triangles and filling up our
blue bin. May I recommend half glasses,
they save you tripping on the stairs and,
for non-dishwasher owners, one can still
bird-watch while washing up. I'm still
looking for a number 4!

PS - I have just found a 4 on my
Waitrose 'Bag for Life'! For the
uninitiated this is another good recy-
cling scheme. Buy from Waitrose, for
lOp, a strong, roomy shopping bag with
comfortable handles. Remember to
put it in the car when you go to shop
(and recycle your bottles and jars).
When it wears out return it to Waitrose,
who will recycle it and give you another
in return free of charge hence 'Bag for
Life'. Happy sorting!

CALLING ALL NATURALISTS
by Geoff Hoare

NORTH EAST HANTS Historical &
Archaeological Society carried out their
annual excavation on the site of The
Grove, Heckfield, for two weeks in May/
June. The house was completely demo-
lished, down to foundation level, cl818
and we are endeavouring to uncover its
plan.

Apart from the structure itself we
have uncovered a number of drains and
culverts, some of which have been well
utilised by resident rabbits.

This year it was necessary to excavate
the interior of part of a cellar to ascer-
tain its features and possible original
use. The upper part of the fill was a

loose mortary dust deposit approxi-
mately 1.5m deep overlying a layer of
brick rubble. At the interface and adjac-
ent to a rabbit burrow coming down
from the surface was a deposit of
sprouting horse chestnuts which must
have been brought down from a mature
horse chestnut tree just to the south and
planted after the house was demolished.
The deposit just about filled a super-
market plastic bag.

What they were doing down there is a
mystery. I understand that they are too
bitter for rabbits to eat, and there was
hardly room for a Conker Champion-
ship Contest. Incidentally, my daughter

T
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took one home and planted it, and it has welcome. Hazel nuts are a common find
now taken. m archaeological layers, but horse chest-

Any ideas or suggestions would be nuts no!

NOTES & QUERIES

S
EVERAL OF THE Society's History Group have long thought that we should

emulate in our Newsletter a 150-year-old publication called Notes & Queries.
Readers of The History of Yateley will know that Stilwell used the revered
original as a source, so presumably he was a subscriber. Notes & Queries

commenced with Volume 1 on Saturday 3 November 1849, price threepence, as 'a
medium of intercommunication for literary men, general readers &c'. The format is
that a 'query' might be posed in one edition by someone, and answered in the next
by someone else. Sometimes the publication was just used to make a short
observation or 'note', too short to make a learned article, but not requiring any
answers. If the Society's newsletter adopted this format, then at least the rest of the
membership might come to know the sort of things exercising the History Group,
and indeed might be tempted to weigh in with their own queries, or provide the
answers. Obviously we don't need to restrict ourselves to local history. Here are
some queries to prime the pump:

Rev Henry John Le Couteur Sumner, Vicar of Yateley 1875 to 1885
I don't know much about this gentleman, except what we managed to dig up whilst
researching the Society's May Fayre exhibition on life in Yateley in 1878. Most of
that information came from A History of Crondall & Yateley by the Rev C D Stooks,
1905. We learnt that Rev Sumner managed to increase the vicar's stipend from £70
to £226 per year, that he extended the graveyard, and that he 'set to work to
improve the church'. This was the restoration featured in our 1878 exhibition. Rev
Sumner died on Easter Day 1885 'at the early age of 40'. If anyone is doing their
own family history at the St Catherine's House replacement in London, and could
buy his death certificate for the Society, it will tell us why he died so young. I seem
to remember reading, or perhaps being told, that he was closely related to the
Bishop of Winchester. Stooks tells us that the expenses of the 1868-9 restoration
were so heavy that 'the Churchwardens cast an evil eye upon the Crystal Cup', but
the Ordinary refused to give his consent to sell it and that 'the Right Rev Bishop
Sumner, when Bishop of the Diocese, sent a cheque for £50, stipulating that the
[Crystal] Cup should never again be offered for sale.'

The September 1997 edition of Hampshire Magazine has an interesting article
about Heywood Sumner, the Arts and Craft Movement worker/artist:

'Heywood Sumner was born at Alresford in 1853, the only son of the Rector
and of Mary Sumner, who a few years later founded the Mothers' Union. His
grandfather was the Bishop of Winchester. ... Both at Oxford [Christ Church]
and in London [where he read for the bar] he shared rooms with his great
friend, W A S Benson, who was later to become a metal designer of the Arts and
Crafts Movement.'

Heywood Sumner's father became Bishop of Guildford. He himself lived at Cuckoo
Hill in the new Forest near Fordingbridge. One of his best known works of art is the
sgraffito in Christ Church, Church Crookham.

Jean Mcllwaine, the Church Archivist has 'a thing' about what she calls 'Yateley
Names'. I seem to have caught 'the thing' from her. It is very tempting to see family
connections, but it is harder to provide the hard evidence. With Henry and
Heywood Sumner we may be in luck. But someone must do the family history and
draw the family tree for us to be absolutely sure. The Yateley connection could go
back a long way; one of the earliest entries in the Parish Registers is the marriage of
Robert Sumner and Edith Biddle on 29 June 1637. Any takers to do the genealogy?
There might be some interesting background to be discovered.

The second query arises from the same Hampshire Magazine article: is there any
relationship between A C Benson, Master of Magdelene College Cambridge, author
of the House of Quiet? B S Townroe in Yateley in Hampshire - the Village of 13 Names
states that this book contains interesting descriptions of Yateley disguised as
'Grateley'. Was Heywood Sumner's friend and room mate, W A S Benson a
relation of A C Benson? And that inevitably leads to a third query: since there really
is a place called Grateley in Hampshire (the other side of Andover) how can we be
sure A C Benson's 'Grateley' really is Yateley and not the real Grateley?

To write this article I carried out a search for 'Sumner' in the Society's CD
database. I found, amongst lots of other things, that the Court Rolls record on 8
January 1923 the Yateley property of a Colonel Charles Sumner Stooks DSO of Oak
Grove House, Camberley. Was this colonel any relation to the Rev C D Stooks, and
if so does that imply that the Rev Stooks was any relation to Rev Henry Sumner, or
could Stooks just have been honouring his predecessor as Vicar of Yateley? And so
we go on ...
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WASPS, NOT BEES THIS TIME
by Tony Hocking

THIS YEAR THE wasps (Vespula vulgaris)
nested behind one of the air-bricks
under the front of our house. They seem
to do this only on alternate years. I have
wondered why they do not come every
year; one reason I can think of is that it
is an instinctive defence against parasites
in the nest area which should die out in
the vacant year. But are queen wasps
capable of dating an old nest when pros-
pecting for a site? - I have no idea.

The wasps have never bothered us
indoors and they are good at reducing
garden pests, so we leave them alone;
however they always come to investigate
when we eat in the garden. . „ „ „ . „ „ . . . „ „ „

The,r behav1Our has W A S P FACE M A S K S
definitely followed the text The m a s k m a r k i n g s a r e a c e r t a l n 8 u l d e t o l d e n t l t y " l f

book. In the early and mid y°u d o n o t m i n d inspecting the wasps that closely!
summer they were only T h i s i s >ust a s m a 1 1 s e l e c t i o n f r o m * e European species,
interested in meat; lunch-

for many minutes, concentrating on
meaty things, while another would pur-
sue bits of fruit with equal persistence
and they would never exchange roles. If
only I could distinguish one wasp from
another so that I could follow this
behaviour from day to day!

Incidentally, did you know that there
are many varieties of wasp very similar
to V. vulgaris} The different types are
best identified by studying their face
masks as there are subtle variations in
the pattern (if they stay still long enough
of course).

time fruit was completely
ignored, but anything
meaty left on a plate was
gone over thoroughly. In
the early autumn they
became interested only in
fruit and jam.

The most interesting
time was the late summer,
which was obviously the
changeover period. In-
dividual wasps appeared
to be specifically 'pro-
grammed' to hunt for
either carnivorous or
vegetarian food. A given
insect would buzz around

Common Wasp
Vespula vulgaris

Cuckoo Wasp
Vespula austriaca

Tree Wasp
Vespula sylvestris

Yateley Society Programme
NOVEMBER

Sunday 2, Meet in the National Trust Simons Wood car park, 10.30am. SU 814 636 (Half
way up the Wellingtonia Ride between Crowthorne and Finchampstead Ridges.)

Walk - Autumn Woodlands
A circular walk through National Trust woodland past Crowthorne station to Ambarrow

Woods and Finchampstead Ridges. Approximately 2 hours.
Autumn colours should be good. Some tracks can be very muddy after heavy rain, stout

boots or Wellingtons are recommended. This walk could be followed by a pub lunch - if you
are interested ring Irene Draper on 01252 870470, as we will need to book ahead.

Thursday 27, Yateley wi Hall, 8pm
Talk - Yateley Lost and Found

Geoff Hoare
Some years ago Geoff Hoare gave us a series of talks about the history of Yateley based on his
extensive archaeological work. This is a repeat of one of them, partly for the benefit of newer

members, and partly as a treat for those who enjoyed his slides and explanations so much
before. Geoff brings old Yateley alive for us and reveals very interesting facets of village

architecture and life.

Note: The talk on Blackbushe Airport, hinted at in Newsletter 66, failed to materialise.

Sunday 30, Wyndhams Pool 10am
Conservation on the Common

Our monthly working party supporting the Country Park Rangers.
Assisting the Rangers to manage the Common - more volunteers are always needed!

(Tools and free refreshments are provided)

DECEMBER

Thursday 11, The Yateley Centre, Room D.I.6. at 8pm
Members' Evening

Members are invited to give short talks describing the activities that they are carrying out on
behalf of the Society. The idea is to make members more aware of the diversity of Society

interests, and to help them find kindred spirits for mutual co-operation and assistance.
If you are willing to take part please tell Tony Hocking on 01252 875 158 as soon as possible.

Sunday 28, Wyndhams Pool 10am
Conservation on the Common

Our monthly working party supporting the Country Park Rangers
Assisting the Rangers to manage the Common - more volunteers are always needed!

(Tools and free refreshments are provided)
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SOCIETY NEWSLETTER

Advanced Warning
The Christmas Social will be delayed until late January this year; this removes it
from the hectic pre-Christmas period and allows the possibility of a theme such as
an 'Olde English St Agnes Feast'.

Copy dates
Newsletter: 20 December 1997

Stop Press: When necessary

Socie

The Yateley Society
Registered with the Civic Trust
Registered Charity No 282397

Membership Secretary:
Graham Brown
Hartford House
Vicarage Lane

Yateley
GU46 7QR

Tel 01252 871934
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